Hello, Ocelandians !!
If you are reading this and or awaiting our games or follow us on social media,
then we proudly claim you as an Ocelandic Citizen and will refer to you as an
Ocelandian. Ocelandia Games is more than a game company and we are so
thrilled to have you as a part. We are major supporters of protecting our Oceans
and our World. We strive to find positive in a world of uncertainty and seek out
ways to spread happiness to all.

What’s Been Happening
Launch Day Event
On Sunday, September 1st at the Historic Capitol
Theatre in Lebanon, TN, we launched our company
online. We gathered with many of the Ocelandia
Games Supporters to officially begin selling our games. It was an exciting day
filled with fun and laughs and was so much better than we dreamed. Thank You
to everyone who attended or watched online. We had a blast !!!

Games Now For Sale !!
Currently, we have introduced two card games for sale. Deal With It is a

numbers card game that's fun for all in finding the best combinations to help you
and eliminate your opponent. Tell Me A Story is a party game that gets everyone
to be a little crazy and imaginative and tell the most outlandish stories.

Quatro is set for a fall 2019 release. Quatro is a two
player game that allows strategy and chance to equally
play a role in this offensive and defensive driven game.

October is an extremely busy month and
We as Ocelandians, refer to the month as
OcelandiaFest because of all the fun,
excitement and festivities.
We will be officially announcing our listings of games for sale through Amazon
and will be preparing for the upcoming Holiday Season !!
On October 18th, we will be making a very special announcement We will be
giving away a gift to everyone for free. Be watching Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter on the 18th.
Ocelandia Games will be setting up a booth for Wilson Bank OctoberFest in
Lebanon, Tennessee on October 19th and 20th so please stop by and see us.
Just got in 40 pounds of Smarties to hand out.
We are also in test mode for a new educational version of the game Deal With It
that will help teachers and parents find a new way of assisting their kids with
learning math. The game will be under a different name and be configured
differently to avoid any mixups.

Also Coming Soon

We are deciding on the best release dates for several other games including
Ocho, What The Hex and Chaos. The Cube is being researched for education
and Occupational Therapy uses. The big game in the very near future is our first
major board game, Gold Rush Junction !! We are also rewriting the instructions
of each of these games and making some of them multi-language for English,
Spanish and possibly French, German, Russian, Mandarin Chinese and Hindi.
We will be looking into marketing and how to best get our games to the people, so
we can make more smiles.

Lastly, please know that you are most important to us. We value you and your
opinion. We will use the newsletter as a means of asking you for your opinion on
different concepts for future games. If you have any questions or ideas, please
feel free to contact us at Michael@OcelandiaGames.com.

Kind regards,
Your Team at Ocelandia Games
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